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ABSTRACT

The optimal allocation of trunks in a local network of public telephone exchanges of the step-by-step type is

determined. The network is comprised of a set of "local" exchanges receiving calls from a set of "source"
exchanges. The switching configuration is such that calls originating at a given source exchange are routed
randomly- to one of the various local exchanges rather than being transferred directly to their destinations. It is

shown that, contrary to the common practice of partitioning the trunks leaving each source exchange proportion-
ately tt-t the distribution of offered load to the various local exchanges. the optimal allocation, which minimizes
total flow in the system, is that one which for each source exchange directs a// outgoing trunks to a sing/e local
exchange. This latter exchange is the one to which the offered load from the given source exchange is maximal,bur
distinct source exchanges may have different "maximal" local exchanges. This qualiiative result may be shown to
hold true for any monotone increasing concave objective function. The method of analysis may also prove useful
for other studies of communications networks.

INTRODUCTION

We studv a telephone network common to various

sections of the Israeli telecommunication network.
This network is comprised of a set of n local

exchanges and a set of m source exchanges olTering

traffic to the local ones. The local exchanges are

chirrncterrzed bv having the same first digit but a

distinct second one. A call originating at a given

source exchange and having as its destination local

exchange i (i.e . an exchange whose second digit is 7)

is routed randont /-y tr-r one of the n local exchanges.

Typicallv, the ciill arrives first at local exchange r

(il j) and is then retransferred to its destination.
E,ach source exchange is connected to the various

local exchanges b)' trunks which carrv the load

offered by this exchange. The total number of trunks

allocated to carry this load is determined by standard
teletraffic methods (Siemens, 1970) so as to assure a

desired grade-of -seruice (defined as the probabilitv
of a busy line). The problem then is to find the
optimal allocation of the trunks leaving a particular
source exchange, among the various local exchanges.

It will be shown that. contrary to the common
practice of allocating trunks proportionately to the
distribution of offered load. the optimal allocation,
which minimizes total flow in the svstem. is to direct
all trunks from each source exchange to a single

local exchange. This Iatter exchange is found to be

the one which is being offered the largest load from
the given source exchange. Distinct source ex-

changes may have dillerent "optimal" local ex-

changes. This is a qualitatiue result which is indepen-
dent of the total number of trunks leaving each

source exchange. T'his qualitative result may' be

shown to hold for anv monotone increasing concave
function of the number of trunks connecting a source
cxchange to a lecal one. Obviously, the specific local
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Fig. I
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exchange. to which all trunks from a given source

exchange should he directed, mav change according
to the particular measure of effectiveness.

THE MODEL

Assume that there are m source erchanges ofTering

traffic to n local exchanges. Let Ar, (k :
1,2,.... mt i : l.l. .... t't) be the offered traffic from
source exchanqc S^ to local exchange E,. Au, is given

in Erlangs and is assumed to be constant ov'er the
period under consideration. The total amount of
traffic olTered bt S^ to all local erchanges is Ar :
Ii':, A.,'

Let NI6 be the number of trunks leading directlv
from Su to E,. The total number of trunks carrving
traffic fnrm Su to all n local exchanges is Nk :
)l- 

'Nu'. 
Usuailr. in such a netrvork. the value of N*.

is given, i.e.. N^ is determined from teletraffic tables
(Siemens. 1970) zrs a function of the total olTered load
Ar and thc grade-of-serr,'ice standards specified bv
the management.

Let Y^, be thc traffic carried from Sr to E,. The
total traffic carrred through all Nk trunks leading
from 51 to the local erchanges is Y. : )l-, Y.,.

In additron to thc traffic offered by the source

exchanges tc-r the local erchanges, each local ex-

change generate\ calis to its sister exchanges. This
internal traffic. *hich is routed directlv between the

exchanges. is indc'pendent of the A1,'s. Consequentlv
this flow' d()cs 11t'rt ufiect the determination of the
Nr,'S and *ill n,,l hc' r-'t)ilsidered in the sequel.

A schenlrtie lgiutrr-k nith m source exchanges
and three local c'rchanqc-s is drawn in Fig. I (the W,,'s

are defined :ut .elLrcntlr ).

Let {r, : \'. \'. (k : 1.1... .,ffi ,i : 1,2,...,r).'
Assumins thal :hc' call: generated at Sr are distri-
buted proprrrtir'rD3te lr among all N* trunks leaving

S.. then q. t: ihe irrrh:1[i]i1r' that a call offered from
St *'ill arri\ e r: E. This probability is independent
of the destnriltrr ,rf the call, which may be either E,

or E,. 1;= r. Ii :he destination is E, then the call is

rerouted fr.',n E trr [,.
The pr ''p'r- jr)lal distribution of calls among the

r\',. trunk. ln',:':e. lhat

- - -u*or Gl""rk

A scheme of the network.
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Hence. the total traffic from the source-exchang.

arriving at E, is

Now, part of the traffic arriving at L

retransferred to its final destination. Let i',

1.2,.... n. i/ j) be the amount of traffic -

fnrm E, to E,. Then

*",: 2 AuiQ'''
k:r

The reasoning behind (3) is that from : -

A., Erlangs offered by Sr to E,, a pr(\r
calls arrives first at E, and has to be rr -

Summing over all m source-exchanc--.

Eq. (3) Clearlv, the total traffic arnr:'' -

a// source-exchanges is, using (2),

2 Au,qu,
t:l I(-l

and the total amount of traffic fltr'.,

branches of the entire network rr .

l',: ) Y^,:) A^Qr,.
k I k:l

n\i
Z-/

wzr

\-,,: A, Qr,. (l )
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exchange. to which all trunks from a given source

exchange should be directed, may change according
to the particular measure of effectiveness.

THE MODEL

Assume that there are m source exchanges offering
tralic to n local exchanges. Let Au, (k :
1,2,.... m.i : 1,2..... n) be the olTered traffic from
source exchange Su to local exchange E,. Au, is given

in Erlangs and is assumed to be constant over the
penod under consideration. The total amount of
traffic offered by S^ to all local exchanges is Ar :
Il':, A.,'

Let N, be the number of trunks leading directly
from S,. to E,. The total number of trunks carrving
traffic from Su to all n local exchanges is Ni :
)l-,Nu,. Usually, in such a network. the value of Nr
is given. i.e.. Nr is determined from teletraffic tables
(Siemens, 1970) as a function of the total o{Tered load
,41 and the grade-of-service standards specified by
the management.

Let K, be the traffic carried from Sr to E,. The
total traffic carried through all N& trunks leading
from Si to the local exchanges is Yr : )l:, Yu,.

In addition to the traffic olTered by the source

exchanges to the local exchanges. each local ex-

change generates calls to its sister exchanges. This
internal traffic. which is routed directly between the

exchanges. is independent of the Ar,'S. Consequentlv
this flow does not affect the determination of the
Nu,'s and will not be considered in the sequel.

A schematic network with m source exchanges
and three l<lcal exchanges is drawn in Fig. I (the W','s

are defined subsequently).

Let Qxi :N*'/N* (k : 1,2,...,ffi ,i : 1,2,...,;).'
Assuming that the calls generated at Sr are distri-
buted proportionately among all Nr trunks leaving
Sr, then {r, is the probability that a call offered from
St will arrive at E,. This probability is independent
of the destination of the call, which may be either E,

or Ey jl i. lt the destination is E, then the call is

rerouted from E, to Ej.
The proportional distribution of calls among the

Nr. trunks rmplies that
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. A scheme of the netw()rk

Hence, the total traffic fronr thc :trurce-exchanges

arriving at E, is

.{. 17, (2)

Now, part of the traffic urrir ing ut E, has to be

retransferred to its final destination. Let W,i (i. j :
1,2...., na i/ j) be the ilrnolrnt of traffic rerouted
from E, to E,. Then

,Y,,: 
*t, ^r,,tr,. 

(3)

The reasoning behind (3) is that from the traffic of
Ai; Erlangs offered bl S,. to E,. a proportion of qu,

calls arrives first at E, and has to be rerouted to.E,.
Summing over all m source-exchanges we obtain
Eq (3) Clearlr', the total traffic arriving aI E' from
a// source-exchanges is. using (2).

and the total amount of traffic flowins throueh all
branches of the entire network is given bv

lll tr1

\-:S \--\, r tr

t t A^,q,,: i A^ Q*, : Y,.
i:l k-l k I

(4)

Yx,: A,, Qx,. (t)
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changes which are offered approximatelv the same
load, little harm will be caused if we alloczrte the
trunks proportionatelv to the distribution of the
offered load. Such a design rvill also be insensitive tc-r

ant' small changes in that distribution. However, if a

sinele local exchanse is heavilv loaded relative to its
sister exchanges. all trunks should be directed to it.
(Jbviouslv, in the case of a drastic and unpredicted
future charrge in the level of traffic between ex-
changes. a new allocation would have to be made.

Finallv, as an example, let us find the relative
"saving" in tralic when using the optimal allocation
as opposed to the proportional allocation for the
case of a single source erchange and two local ones.
[-et A ^.rrt: pA, (0.5 < p < I ). Then R lA, :
(2p - 1)(l -p). Clearly, R lAr :0 for p:0.5 or 1,

and for p:0.75, RlA, :0.125 is maximal.

C'ONCLUSION

We wish to emphasize two points:
(i) The above results have applications in both

existing and planned networks. In an existing net-
work, an optimal re-allocation of trunks. subject to
practical engineering constraints, will reduce the

Isr. J. Technol.

flow in the svstem and thus result in a better gradc-
of-service. In planned networks, applying optimal
allocation will minimize the total investment needed
for the svstem.

(ii) The technique of analvsis used here was to
transform a tvpical queueing problem into a linear
prosramming problem which then yielded a simple
and easily emploved solution. We feel that this
technique may' be profitablv extended to other
studies of telecc-rmmunication networks.
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